We decide by elections, but do we elect who the voters really want? The answer, as we have learned over the past two centuries, is "not necessarily." That is a negative, frightening assertion about a principal tool of democracy! This negativism has been supported by two hundred years of published results showing how bad the situation can be. This expository, largely nontechnical book is the first to find positive results showing that the situation is not nearly as dire and negative as we have been led to believe. Instead there are surprisingly simple explanations for the negative assertions, and positive conclusions can be obtained.
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Printed in the United States of America A catalog record for this publication is available from the British Library. In this book, I describe some of List's work; Baigent and Lauwers have made contributions about topological social choice other than that discussed in Chapter 2; and Monjardet has played a major role in extending notions from social choice to areas such as consensus. Sponsoring groups include the Université de Caen, CNRS, and the Centre de Recherche enÉconomie et Management (CREM). CREM, created years ago by Maurice Salles, is currently being jointly run by Salles and Vincent Merlin. Salles was the originator and organizer for the Condorcet Lectures, and both Salles and Merlin did an excellent job with everything associated with my lectures, the conference, and the accompanying social aspects.
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Adding to my delight was the fact that these lectures were presented in Caen. Caen is special for me because several of my choice theory ideas were honed and advanced by visits to this delightful region of France. Inspiration and insights were gained from discussions with Professors Salles and Merlin, faculty, students, and the many visitors who regularly pass through CREM. As such, my thanks to Professors Merlin and Salles go beyond the invitation to deliver the Condorcet Lectures to include the several other visits from which I have greatly benefited over many years! You know the problem -good intentions going astray. Rather than quickly writing up the lecture notes, which were projected to be the length of an average journal article, the manuscript started to grow, and grow, and grow. Then there was the temptation, which I can never resist, of adding new results plus developing appropriate structures (Section 4.5) to encourage others to join us in this fascinating search for new conclusions.
An expanding manuscript translates into delays, which meant that other invited lectures came about. So this book is primarily based on my Preface xv being grants NSF DMI-0640817, where the project of developing ideas from choice theory to address issues of multiscale design in engineering has sharpened my insights into aggregation processes, and NSF DMS-0631362, which supports my development of a mathematical approach for voting theory. My thanks for the privileges offered by the library at Michigan Technological University, which is near where I do most of my writing. Also, I appreciate the help from Cambridge University Press and Mary Paden and her staff in preparing the book for publication! As always, my deepest thanks go to my wife and best friend, Lillian Saari, for her patience, which remains surprisingly intact even when I develop a glassy look during a conversation because my mind suddenly made an unexpected left turn to become hopelessly snarled with some aspect of my research, and, in particular, for her insights, constructive criticisms, and comments during our many discussions on these topics and my other research endeavors. She is a delight and is a true partner! Let me conclude by warmly inviting students and researchers to join this area. (Exercises available at http://www.math.uci.edu/∼dsaari will permit using this book in the classroom.) After all, beyond the intriguing academic mysteries, this is a research area in which results can be of value far beyond the walls of academia! This is a rare discipline in which research conclusions can, should, and must have an impact on the future directions of society. Donald G. Saari Irvine, California
